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Abstract
Dynamic traffic light control requires traffic detection to function. Without detectors, only fixed time control is possible. Since 
traditional sensors like inductive loop detectors have significant installation and maintenance costs, alternative detection 
techniques may be an interesting alternative. Moreover, loop detectors provide point data based on vehicles passing or occupying 
the loops, but the prediction of the vehicle dynamics is limited due to the fixed locations of the detectors. Cooperative vehicle-
-infrastructure technology can monitor an intersection approach continuously and thus provide extensive information of 
approaching vehicles as they frequently transmit a Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM) containing all required relevant 
information. The most important information for a traffic light controller is the queue length for each signal group. Therefore, 
this paper proposes three algorithms that improve the queue measurement. The first uses GPS data only, but has the advantage of 
having no accumulating errors over time as integration of point measurements for traditional detection has. The second also uses 
information of the traffic light status and determines the queue length at the start of green by using a model of the wave speed of 
accelerating vehicles. The third focusses on lower penetration and combines traditional stop line detection with cooperative 
detection to estimate queue length while not requiring entry detection. The first two algorithms were compared with traditional 
queue estimation algorithms and resulted in an improvement in the average queue estimation error from 5.6 vehicles to 2.6 for
the GPS-only algorithm and 1.7 for the wave speed algorithm. These algorithms were subsequently applied to traffic control by 
using the improved queue estimations for better planning of when to cut off green phases. This resulted in a 31% reduction in 
delay time and a 60% reduction in stops. The third algorithm was applied directly to the traffic control strategy due to its direct 
dependence on it and resulted in a delay reduction of up to 33.6%. Using the accurate positioning information from vehicles to 
determine the inter green times more accurately resulted in an additional reduction of only the average delay time. Overall the 
proposed algorithms show a great potential benefit of using cooperative data for traffic control, especially considering that no 
expensive equipment is required to acquire data from CAM messages.
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1. Introduction
Without traffic surveillance, nothing but fixed time control on intersections can be implemented. Various plans 
for different time of day or special events can be designed and optimized offline, Gazis and Potts (1963), but day-to-
-day variations cannot be dealt with. For this purpose several dynamic control methods exist. Online plan selection, 
which selects a fixed time plan based on the current traffic conditions, requires at least a few detectors at important 
locations to determine the traffic state. For vehicle actuated control, each signal group needs a detector to determine 
whether a stage can be cut off or needs extension. Adaptive control goes one step further by building a model of the 
traffic, approaching each signal group and optimizing the planning horizon accordingly. There are many different 
adaptive traffic controllers on the market that have their own detection requirements, but they generally require at 
least one upstream entry detector per signal group. Examples of adaptive control are SCOOT, Hunt et al. (1983), 
Utopia, Mauro and Taranto (1989) and Imflow, van Vliet and Turksma (2013). 
Both installation and maintenance of traditional traffic surveillance techniques may require temporal lane closure 
and have significant costs, U.S. department of transport (2006). Therefore, emerging cooperative techniques like 
vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, Koenders and in ‘t Veld (2011) can open new channels for delivering 
information. This is especially important for the entry detectors, as the distance to the intersection makes their 
installation much more expensive than stop line detection. Therefore, replacing these detectors with cooperative 
detection leads to the largest benefits. COLOMBO focuses on two traffic management topics: traffic surveillance 
and advanced traffic light control algorithms using cooperative data. In this paper both topics will be analyzed for 
the purpose of replacing traditional detection and improving traffic adaptive control algorithms, using the more 
detailed information that cooperative detection can offer. 
Traditionally, the main function of this detection for adaptive control is the estimation of queue length and arrival 
patterns. Ideally, a birds-eye view of the traffic network with speed, position and route information about each 
vehicle should be available. Using this information the traffic light controller knows exactly how many vehicles are 
waiting or approaching each signal group. Both traditional detection and standard cooperative systems cannot 
deliver this, which means that traffic control algorithms rely on estimates of turning percentages to divide the arrival 
flow between signal groups. The information would only be complete when coupling with a navigation system is 
made or the driver inserts the route manually. This paper presents two algorithm to estimate the distribution of 
queue lengths between different turning movements. The distribution is tested in a simulation network and 
compared with turning percentage estimation and direct measurement from an assumed navigation system coupling. 
The third algorithm focusses on single lane approaches and is applicable with lower penetration rates. All 
comparisons are done in a real-world simulation scenario using the open source simulator SUMO, Krajzewicz et al. 
(2006)
After the description of the detection algorithms, its application to traffic control strategies is described. This 
application consists of three elements: firstly, the turning splits can be estimated more accurately or even known, 
which allows for better stage planning and green phase durations; secondly, considering that/once the positions and 
speed are known, a better decision can be made regarding the right moment to cut off a green phase; lastly, the inter 
green time can be adjusted when the speed of clearing and approaching vehicles is known. These applications are 
tested separately in a simulation network in order to isolate the effects of them. Comparisons are made between the 
improved system and a baseline adaptive traffic light controller with traditional detection.
2. Cooperative detection
A convenient method to acquire data from cooperative vehicles is to receive CAM messages with Road Side 
Units (RSU). This acquisition does not require the installation of applications on the vehicles because, according to 
the standards, cooperative vehicles are supposed to broadcast these messages. After receiving the message, the 
indicated GPS position of the vehicle should be mapped on the road network to calculate its distance to the stop line.
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It is generally known that GPS is not lane-level accurate, so which signal group a vehicle is approaching or 
queueing for cannot be directly derived from the positioning. On the longitudinal direction towards the intersection, 
this inaccuracy is less important as the number of vehicles waiting is more relevant than their exact spacing in the 
queue. So to understand the queuing principles in more detail, a typical situation on an intersection is displayed in 
Figure 1. The situation is one of 4 lanes that belong to 3 signal groups. Both the right and left turn have one lane, 
while the through direction has two lanes. For the traffic light controller, the distribution over the signal groups is 
the most relevant factor/information, but a large difference between the lanes of a signal group can also be 
interesting as this means it will take more time to clear the queue than expected.
Fig. 1. Parallel queue distribution.
The basic measure for the cooperative detection is the total amount of vehicles that are queued for each approach. 
This measurement is the sum of all lanes together and is easy to be obtained by counting the amount of non-moving 
vehicles in the area that present the driving direction towards the intersection. This can also be done with traditional 
detection, although the method can potentially lead to a slowly accumulating error. For example when the link entry 
detector counts a few vehicles more than the stop line, queues will slowly increase until a correction mechanism to 
can be triggered. With the use of cooperative detection, the measurements at different time instants are independent 
from each other and the problem will not occur.
GPS is neither lane level accurate nor accurate enough to determine the exact amount of vehicles at a certain 
distance to the stop line. At the left of Figure 1, the system cannot know for sure that there are 6 vehicles in the first 
15 meters which are distributed as such: one lane with 2 vehicles and two lanes with 7 vehicles. Thanks to the 
traditional sensors, the system is able to detect that both through lanes and the right turn have at least one vehicle 
waiting. Therefore, given the information, initially historical averages of turning percentages are used to distribute 
vehicles between the lanes. Density of vehicles at a certain distance to the stop line gives an indication, with an error 
margin of 2 vehicles, for how many lanes are occupied. In the case of Figure 1, this results in one lane with 
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0–4 vehicles and 2 lanes with 5–9 vehicles. There are methods to enhance GPS accuracy to possibly a 1 car error, 
but these would require field research and are out of the scope of this study.
Once a signal group turns green, the movement of vehicles reveals more about the queue lengths. This can be 
seen in the right part of Figure 1. Normally, vehicles start moving out of the queue after a certain amount of time: 
the first vehicle needs a reaction time of 1.0 seconds before it is moving, the second will start moving 0.7 seconds 
afterwards and so on. This results in a wave speed of 11m/s. The values of the reaction time, follow-up time and 
wave speed are dependent of the driver behaviour and can therefore vary per location. The system that is proposed 
in this paper should determine and update these values once deployed in the field with measured data. Also it is 
worth pointing out that a vehicle is only considered as a moving vehicle once its speed is above 5 km/h. This value 
is commonly used by traffic engineers to classify whether a vehicle has stopped or not.
At first, it is possible to observe on the CAM messages that vehicles start moving according to this pattern, with 
a reaction time and follow up time. Once the end of the queue has been reached, no new vehicles will accelerate. 
The system will have a 2-second margin before it determines whether the last vehicle in the queue is moving. This is 
the time in which the length of the queue can be precisely estimated. Since it happens before the queue is cleared, 
the information becomes valuable to the traffic light controller, allowing it to plan the current stage duration. 
Additionally, when the queue is longer or shorter than the estimate (that is based on turning percentages), the queues 
of the other lanes can be corrected accordingly.
With lower penetration rates the principle of counting vehicles in the queue area and determining the wave of 
accelerating vehicles is not possible. Therefore, the third algorithm focusses on replacing the entry detector with 
cooperative data while assuming lower penetration rates. This is done with a fall back algorithm for when there are 
no cooperative vehicles around. This is implemented as a running average of the traffic flow measured at the stop 
line. Important here is to synchronize the updates of the running average with the traffic light cycle. When this 
update would be done for a fixed time period, there is a risk one update contains two green phases, while another 
may have none, resulting in unnecessary fluctuations. Using the resulting average flow on the signal group and 
applying it as a uniform arrival flow already gives a good estimate of the queue length. When a cooperative vehicle 
stops at the back of the queue, the length is corrected according to the position where the vehicle stopped. This 
principle is illustrated in Figure 2. The queue length is gradually increasing from t=0 to t=13 s according to the 
average flow algorithm. Then at t=14 s a cooperative vehicle stops at 20m from the stop line and the queue is 
adjusted to 4 vehicles. Up to t=23 s the average flow algorithm takes over again to gradually increase the queue 
length when at t=24 s another cooperative vehicle arrives which causes the queue to be set back to 5 vehicles. From 
t=32 s vehicles start leaving the queue because of a green phase, which can be measured by the stop line detector. 
During the queue discharge, the average flow algorithm still adds more vehicles to the queue, which leads to small 
increases in the queue when there is no vehicle leaving, like for example between t=32–33 s and t=41–42 s.
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3. Cooperative detection results
The previously described principles were put to the test by comparing them to both a traditional queue algorithm 
and the ground truth. For the first test only the GPS measurements were used. Turning percentages were applied 
when a vehicle could be on different lanes according to its GPS position. The major advantage of this system is the 
fact that all measurements are independent and errors do not accumulate over time. Additionally, the accuracy 
related to the instant when a vehicle leaves or enters the queue should increase. From this point on, this will be 
referred to as the GPS-only algorithm.
The queues used for testing are shown in Figure 1, these queues are part of a four arm intersection with 
pedestrian crossings and a separate signal group for each turning movement. The traffic demand is simulated as 
a Poisson arrival process with an average distribution between the queues of 10% right, 70% through and 20% left. 
An upstream intersection causes the vehicles to arrive in platoons. Results for a three minute period are shown in 
Figure 3. The total average error for the traditional queue algorithm was 5.6 vehicles. For the GPS-only algorithm, 
this average error was 2.6 vehicles. From the figure it can be noticed that the ground truth increases and decreases in 
steps of 1 vehicle, but all other algorithms use a smaller granularity. This happens because when a vehicle arrives 
and the queue is not known, it is distributed as 100 millivehicles for the right turn, 700 millivehicles for the through 
direction and 200 millivehicles for the left turn.
The clearest difference between the GPS-only and the traditional algorithm can be observed from the sum of the 
three queues in Figure 3d. For the GPS-only algorithm this is exactly the same as for the ground truth, but the 
traditional algorithm displays an accumulated error of approximately 3 vehicles. Such an error is commonly 
observed when queues are not empty for a while during red phase.
Fig. 3. Queue length for traditional algorithm (blue), GPS-only (red) and ground truth (green) for a) the right turn, b) through direction, c) left 
turn and d) sum of all. Notice that the red line does not appear on d) as the green is exactly on top of it.
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It’s possible to observe, in Figure 3a and 3b respectively, the underestimation of the right turn and the 
overestimation of the through direction. This can be explained simply by the error introduced as turning percentages 
are estimated.
During the first 20 seconds a long green phase is given for a large platoon that is turning left (Figure 3c). During 
this green phase, the traditional algorithm assumes the queue did not clear, hence the slowly increasing queue after 
20 seconds. However, with the use of cooperative data it is possible to determine that no new vehicles stopped 
moving as they approached the stop line. Once this information is known, vehicles are only distributed over the 
other queues.
Summarizing, the two main advantages of the GPS-only algorithm over the traditional algorithm are: No 
accumulating errors and a clear indication of where a vehicle that arrives during a green phase of one of the signal 
groups belongs. The traditional algorithm can only determine this when the queue clears completely. It does so by 
resorting to an aggressive policy of clearing queues when the stop line detector is not occupied.
The algorithm, which also uses the wave speed after the start of a green phase, will be called wave-speed 
algorithm from this point on. It incorporates the same functionality as the GPS algorithm, but also corrects the queue 
lengths once the length of an accelerating queue can be determined. Using this algorithm, the average queue 
estimation error is reduced to 1.7 vehicles. 
Figure 4 shows the queue length for both the right turn and the through direction. The blue line shows the wave-
-speed algorithm and is often on top of the ground truth (which makes the green line invisible) or on top of the GPS 
algorithm (which makes the blue line itself invisible). Generally when it follows the ground truth exactly, this means 
the queue could be determined thanks to the wave-speed algorithm. This also often leaves a better starting point for 
the occasion when turning percentages have to be used again. This phenomenon is best observed in the second cycle 
between 90 and 150 seconds for the right turn queue (Figure 4a). The first interventions occur at around 60 seconds, 
where the queue is corrected to a value of 1. This is followed by a green phase for the through direction and 
a subsequent one for the left turn. These two phases also give information for the right turn queue and determines it 
to be at 3 when all lights are red again and turning percentages have to be used. At the start of the next green phase 
the queue is estimated to be 4.56 vehicles and the average error for that phase is 0.3 vehicles, while the GPS-only 
algorithm had an average error of 0.7 vehicles. 
The other queues for through (Figure 4b) and left turn show similar patterns while the total queue length, like 
shown in Figure 3d stays exactly on top of the ground truth.
Fig. 4. Queue length for wave-speed algorithm (blue), GPS-only (red) and ground truth (green) for a) the right turn and b) through direction. 
Notice that the blue line does not appear when the red is on top of it and the green does not appear with the blue on top of it.
Summarizing, the wave-speed algorithm has an advantage over the GPS algorithm since it’s able to acquire the 
exact queue length during the green phase. This also enables the neighbouring queues to be corrected with the 
information of the total amount of vehicles queued in the area.
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4. Traffic control improvements
For traffic control two improvements over the existing adaptive control of Imflow can be implemented by using 
the more accurate queue estimation data. Above all, the distribution of vehicles between different signal groups can 
be estimated more accurately or even determined precisely. This allows better stage planning and green phase 
durations. Additionally, once positions and speed are known, a better decision can be made concerning the optimal 
time for the cut off of a green phase.
Fig. 5. Extension dilemma for traffic control.
In this case a traditional vehicle actuated system would cut off the green phase because the extension loop is not 
occupied anymore. An adaptive controller knows two vehicles are approaching, but doesn’t know if they are going 
right, through or left and considers those two vehicles as 1.4 vehicles approaching the through direction. The 
cooperative detection knows for sure the vehicles are not turning left since they would have been stopped already at 
that position. Therefore, considering the turning percentages, there is an 87.5% probability the vehicles are 
approaching the green signal group. The system can then consider that 1.75 vehicles are approaching at a distance 
and will more likely extend the green for them.
If it was the other way around and the two approaching vehicles would have turned left, the traditional adaptive 
would still use the estimate of 1.4 vehicles. Cooperative detection will notice the vehicles stopping and the system 
has 0 approaching vehicles for the through direction. Therefore, the light will turn to red quickly once the vehicles 
close to the stop line have passed. In this case it is even more important to notice this, as the two vehicles turning 
left would cause the queue to spill back on the through direction, potentially blocking traffic flow.
Another potential problem solved by cooperative detection is when the vehicle that just left the extension loop in 
Figure 5 is driving at a slower speed. Normally, the light turns to amber as soon as the loop is left, assuming the 
vehicle will pass through amber anyway. However, when the speed is lower, the vehicle can still stop comfortably 
and continuing at the same speed may even cause it to violate the red light. In this case the cooperative system can 
detect this and tell the system to hold the light green a bit longer until the vehicle is not in the so called dilemma 
zone anymore and would certainly pass through amber.
Apart from the length of the green phases, the cooperative detection can also help with a more accurate clearance 
time calculation. In traditional systems the clearance time is calculated based on a worst-case estimation on how fast 
vehicles leave the conflict zone and new ones enter it. With cooperative data it can be known with what speed the 
last vehicle is leaving the conflict zone and if the new vehicles will have to accelerate from a full stop, or are 
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approaching at speed. On average this resulted in a reduction of inter green times of 2.0 seconds. Table 1 shows the 
results for the control experiments.
Table 1. Results of 1 hour traffic simulation for the following scenarios: baseline adaptive, improved queue lengths and approach speed, 
combined improved queues and improved clearance time.
Scenario Average delay Average stops Average grade
Baseline adaptive 20.9 s 0.64 4.62
Improved queue 16.0 s 0.40 4.33
Combined queue, clearance 15.3 s 0.40 4.16
The grade was determined according to the work in Blokpoel et al. (2014) and a lower grade is better. It is 
composed of delay time, stops, drivers’ perception and emissions. From the figures it can be observed that the 
largest gains are achieved with the enhanced queue information. This helps the controller to plan the phases more 
efficiently and also affected the other signal groups as less time was lost giving green to empty queues with no 
vehicles approaching. Also a leaving 1 slow vehicle behind in a queue causes the controller to have to return to that 
signal group quicker leaving less flexibility on the other signal groups.
Adding the improved clearance time gave an additional gain on delay and grade, but no significant change on the 
stops. This can be explained by the fact that shortening the clearance time only shortens the waiting time and has 
a very low chance of preventing a car from stopping. The improved queue information allows for better stage 
planning, which should indeed prevent more vehicles from stopping. 
It should also be noted that the scenario with short lanes for the volumes of left and right turns is quite 
challenging for a traditional system. Also the upstream intersection caused quite a high variance in the turning 
ratios. One stage of the upstream intersection had mostly traffic going through on the next intersection (regional 
traffic from the highway) and another stage had mostly traffic turning right or left (local traffic). Therefore, the gains 
of up to 30.6% for delay time may be smaller in other scenarios.
The low penetration algorithm was directly integrated with traffic light control as mentioned before. Since this 
algorithm cannot distinguish for the lane a vehicle is on, the scenario of Figure 1 was modified to only have one lane 
approaching the intersection from the north. The simulation configurations are listed in Table 2:
Table 2. Simulation configurations.
Configuration Description
Actuated This is the baseline scenario. With the current state-of-the-art this would be the situation when no entry 
detection is present. 
0% penetration In this scenario the average flow algorithm already works and enables the controller to use adaptive 
logic for the signal group.
10% and 30% penetration With low penetration rate, queue measurements improve the queue estimate, but it’s not completely 
accurate yet.
100% penetration With full penetration the queue is always exactly known. The advantage over traditional detection is 
better timing of when vehicles enter a queue, since traditional entry detection only measures at one 
point upstream and estimates the path to the stop line.
Adaptive with entry detection This is the target for the system to achieve, when this level of performance is achieved, an entry 
detector can be considered obsolete.
Because ImFlow uses stops and delay as main parameters to plan signal timings, these two factors have been 
combined for the results of this scenario in a new measure called “impact” which has the dimension seconds. This is 
calculated as average delay time in seconds summed with the average number of stops multiplied by 8. The number 
8 is chosen as it is a common value used to configure ImFlow. For each configuration the impact and grade for the 
signal group from the north, the impact for the total network and the grade are determined. Each configuration is 
simulated for 30 runs of 1 hour simulated time.
The results for the aforementioned scenarios are listed in the Table 3:
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Table 3. Overview of simulation results, the standard deviation is for the North impact.
Configuration Network impact North grade North impact stdev.
Actuated 19.2 s 4.59 59.2 s 16.0 s
0% 17.8 s 3.24 42.1 s 1.44 s
10% 18.0 s 3.18 41.4 s 1.61 s
30% 17.9 s 3.15 41.0 s 1.26 s
100% 17.2 s 3.01 39.3 s 1.20 s
Adaptive 17.2 s 3.16 41.1 s 1.35 s
As can be seen from the table, the largest gain was achieved with the arrival flow estimation algorithm. The most 
important parameter to consider in this table is the impact for the signal group from the north for which the different 
setups were configured. For this parameter a decreasing pattern of impact and standard deviation can be observed 
with increasing penetration. The differences between 0%, 10% and 30% are not very significant: 0–10% P = 0.08, 
10–30% P = 0.29, but 0–30% P = 0.003. So clearly having 30% cooperative data has a positive and significant 
impact. However, incrementing the penetration rate from 10 to 30% does not have a large impact. Increasing all the 
way to 100% is again a large and significant impact. This can also be expected from a traffic light control 
perspective. At first, the cooperative data improves the estimates, while near 100% penetration, the data is very 
precise and allows further fine tuning of the signal phase durations. The same decreasing pattern for increasing 
penetration rate can also be observed in the average grade.
The total network impact is averaged out over the other intersections as well. Since these intersections are simple 
T-crossings with lower saturation, the average impact on those intersections is lower, bringing the total network 
average down as well. Due to the network size, it becomes harder to observe differences in this indicator when 
a different control strategy is applied at a single signal group. The same holds for the total network grade. The most 
important conclusion that can be drawn from the total network impact is that the improvements achieved at the north 
signal group did not have a significant negative impact on other signal groups or intersections.
5. Conclusion
This paper showed algorithms for improving queue length detection with cooperative vehicle data. The first 
algorithm only used GPS data and historical turning percentages to determine whether a vehicle was queued to turn 
right, left or go through. From the simulations it could be concluded that the two main advantages of the GPS-only 
algorithm over the traditional detection methods were: no accumulating errors over time and a clear indication of 
where a vehicle that arrives during a green phase of one of the signal groups belongs. The traditional algorithm can 
only determine this when the queue clears completely while using an aggressive policy to clear queues when the 
stop line detector is not occupied.
The second algorithm also used the principle of the wave speed of an accelerating queue once a traffic light turns 
green. This algorithm has an advantage over the GPS algorithm by being able to acquire the exact queue length 
during the green phase. This also enabled the neighbouring queues to be corrected with the information of the total 
amount of vehicles queued in the area. The average error of the queue length was 5.6 vehicles for the algorithm with 
traditional detection, 2.6 for the GPS-only algorithm and 1.7 for the algorithm also using the wave speed. This 
shows a significant improvement over traditional detection that can be a good basis for a traffic control algorithm to 
plan its green phases more efficient.
In the same scenario used for testing the detection algorithms, the effects of the improved queue estimations were 
also applied on the adaptive traffic control algorithm Imflow. This showed a large improvement of 30.6% for the 
average delay time of vehicles at the intersection and 60% for average number of stops. However, it should be noted 
that the scenario used was very challenging for a system with traditional detection as the upstream intersection 
caused a high variance in the turning percentages.
For the low penetration algorithm that does not take turning percentages into account, the simulations compared 
different scenarios: actuated control, cooperative entry detection with 0, 10, 30 and 100% penetration and adaptive 
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traffic control. The results showed a surprisingly good performance of the 0% penetration, which only used the 
average flow algorithm. The average impact decreased by 28.9% for the signal group that was changed. Increasing 
the penetration rate to 100% decreased the impact with another 6.7%. Interestingly, the 100% penetration scenario 
also outperformed the traditional adaptive control with entry detector by 4.4%.
The large improvement of 28.9% can be explained by the fact that the data enables the controller to use adaptive 
control algorithms for that signal group. This means the flexibility of phase duration with respect to the maximum 
cycle or waiting time increases. The improvement of 100% penetration over traditional adaptive control can be 
explained by an increase of precision in the data. In case of entry detection, vehicles are only detected once 
upstream of the intersection and their arrival time at the stop line is modelled by the average speed. For cooperative 
detection, the vehicles are followed throughout their entire approach which enables more precise green phase 
timing. A strong drawback of this algorithm is that it currently only works for approaches with a single signal group, 
which means it can only be deployed to simple intersections without separate signal groups for either the right or left 
turn.
Overall the proposed algorithms show a great potential benefit of using cooperative data for traffic control, 
especially considering that no expensive equipment is required to acquire data from CAM messages.
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